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Abstract 
A labeled 2-structure 9is an edge-labeled irected graph with a reversibility condition on the labels. 
Each labeled 2-structure TV can be represented as a tree, the prime tree of g. We characterize a labeled 
2-structure h in terms of the prime tree of a labeled 2-structure g which results from h by removing 
one element from h. This leads to an O(n3) algorithm for the construction of the prime tree. 
1. Introduction 
We shall consider here decompositions of labeled 2-structures g into clans. 
A labeled 2-structure can be identified with an edge-labeled finite loopless directed 
graph without multiple edges. A clan X is a subset of nodes of g, which is seen by the 
same label by all the nodes x+X. The concept of a clan has appeared under many 
different names in graph theory and related topics: closed set [7]; stable set [9]; 
partitive set [lo]; clump [Z]; autonomous et [8]. For a more complete list we refer to [4]. 
The clan decomposition (or modular decomposition after [3]) is a useful method of 
solving a variety of combinatorial problems in the theory of graphs and networks. We 
refer to [4] for these results and for the literature on the subject. In [S] the clan 
decomposition theorem was generalized to 2-structures. 
The clan decomposition theorem states that each labeled 2-structure can be fac- 
tored in a unique way into maximal prime clans and the quotient labeled 2-structure 
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thus obtained is special, i.e. it is one of the following types: complete, linear, primitive. 
This result allows a presentation of labeled 2-structures as tree-like systems, which are 
called shapes in [S] and prime trees in this paper. These two concepts differ only in 
their formulation and graphical representation. 
The main topic of the present paper is to study the change of the prime tree of 
a labeled 2-structure g when a new node is added to its domain together with the 
labeled edges to and from the old nodes. The problem is thus a manager’s problem: Let 
S be a system of tasks, which influence each other by means of different kinds of 
requirements, and let R(S) be a systematic representation of S. How does one 
compute R(S) from R(S) when a new task is added to the system? 
Sections 3 and 4 give the main results of this paper and these characterization 
results are then used in Section 5 to give an algorithm for the construction of the prime 
tree of a labeled 2-structure. In Section 6 we show that the time complexity of the 
algorithm is O(n3), where n is the number of nodes. 
2. Preliminaries 
In this section we recall the basic notions and results from [S, 61 for the labeled 
2-structures that are needed in this paper. 
For a set D, 1 D 1 denotes its cardinality. If R is an equivalence relation, R E D x D, 
then we denote by [x-JR the equivalence class of R containing the element x. For a set 
D we let 
E,(D)={(x,y)Ix,yeD, xfy}. 
Two subsets X and Y of a set D are said to overlap if the sets X n Y, X\ Y and Y\X 
are all nonempty. 
In order to simplify the notations we often identify a singleton set {x} with its 
element x. However, the identification should always be clear from the context. 
Definition 2.1. A (reversible) labeled 2-structure (or a 12s, for short) is a triple 
g =( D, A, 6), where D and A are finite sets and 6 is a function from E,(D) into 
A satisfying the following reversibility condition: for all (xi, x2), (yl, yz&Ez( D), 
~(x~,x~)=~(Y~,Y~) implies &x~,x~)=~(Yz,~I). 
Let g = (D, A, 6) be a 12s. The set D is called the domain denoted by dom( g), A is the 
set of labels denoted by A,, and 6 is the labeling function denoted by 6,. To avoid 
unnecessary technicalities we treat g = (D, A, 6) and h = (D, A’, 6) as identical, i.e. g and 
h have the same domain and labeling functions but they may have labels PEA (or 
PEA’) which are never used (i.e. 6(e) #p for all eeE, (D)). 
The most fundamental concept of the theory of 2-structures is that of a clan. A clan 
X of a 12s g is a subset of the domain of g which is seen in the same way by the elements 
outside of X. 
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Definition 2.2. Let g be a 12s. A subset X c &m(g) is a clan if for all x1, xZeX and all 
YEdom(g)\X> &(Y4-,)=47(Y4,). 
The set of all clans of a 12s g is denoted by C(g). Clearly, the sets 0 and dam(g) 
together with the singletons {x}, x&om(g), are clans. These are called the trivial clans 
of g. A clan XEC(g) is said to be proper if X #&m(g). 
Our first lemma concerns closure properties of clans. 
Lemma 2.3. Let g be a 12s and let X, YEC(g). Then 
(1) Xn YEC(S), 
(2) ifXn Y#0 then Xu YEC(g), and 
(3) if Y\X#0 then X\ YEC(g). 
In particular, iftwo clans X and Y of g overlap then X n Y, Xv Y, X\ Y and Y\X are 
also clans of g. 
The labeling function 6, extends to the pairs of distinct subsets of dam(g) as follows: 
6,(X, Y)=(G,(x,y)lx~X, YEY} for all X, Y~dom(g). 
The next lemma describes the structure of the connections between disjoint clans. 
Lemma 2.4. Let X and Y be two disjoint clans of a 12s g. Then 6,(X, Y) is a singleton. 
Viewing a 12s g through a subset X E dam(g) one obtains a substructure of 
g induced by X. 
Definition 2.5. Let g be a 12s. For X c_ dam(g) the 12s sub,(X) =(X, A, 6) is the 
substructure of g induced by X if 6: E2( X)+ A is defined by 6(x, y) = a,( x, y) for all 
(%Yk&(X). 
Mostly we shall be interested in substructures sub,(X), where X is a clan of g. In this 
case we can characterize the clans of sub,(X) as follows. 
Lemma 2.6. Let XEC(g)for a 12s g. Then C(sub,(X))={XnZIZEC(g)}. 
It follows from this lemma that the clans of the substructure sub,(X) for XEC(g) 
are exactly the clans of g that are included in X. 
Another way of obtaining new labeled 2-structures from old ones is by the 
formation of quotients. 
Definition 2.7. Let g be a 12s and R a partition of dam(g) such that R 5 C(g). The 
quotient g/R (of g by R) is the 12s (R, A,B&, where for all X,,X,ER, 
6,,R(X,,Xz)=6,(x1,xz) for xleXl and xZ~XZ. 
By Lemma 2.4 the 12s g/R is well defined. 
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Remark 2.8. The domain of the quotient 12s g/R consists of the sets XER. In order not 
to confuse the node XEdom(g/R) with the clan XEC(g) we often write X for the node 
X of g/R. Hence, in this notation dom(g/R)= {XI XER}. 
Each XEC(g) induces a quotient the nodes of which are X together with the 
singletons (y}, y&om(g)\X. This quotient is denoted by g/sub,(X). Since we identify 
a singleton with its element y, dom(g/sub,(X))= {X} u(dom(g)\X). 
Definition 2.9. Let g be a 12s. A nonempty clan XE C(g) is a prime (clan) of g if X does 
not overlap with any clan of g. Also, X is a maximal prime clan of g if X is maximal 
among the proper prime clans. 
The set of all primes of a 12s g is denoted by PC(g). Note that we do not allow the 
empty set 0 to be a prime. Here we differ from [S], but this has no influence in the 
considerations of this paper. 
Clearly, the maximal primes of g are pairwise disjoint, and hence they form 
a partition of &m(g) if g has at least two elements; this partition is denoted by R,(g), 
or by R,, whenever g is understood. 
Remark 2.10. We adopt here the convention that, for a one-element 12s g, 
Rp(g)= (&m(g)} and g/R,(g)=g. With this convention the quotient g/R,(g) be- 
comes well-defined for all 12s’~ g. 
Relationships between clans and prime clans of a 12s are given in the following two 
results. 
Lemma 2.11. Let g be a 12s. For each XEC(g) there corresponds a (unique) smallest 
prime Y containing X. 
The previous lemma is used to prove the following result. 
Theorem 2.12. Let g be a 12s, XEC(g) and let Y be the smallest prime of g containing X. 
Then either X= Y or X can be uniquely written as X= Y1 u Yzu ... u Y, for some 
maximal primes Yi of sub,( Y). 
The representation of XoC(g) in Theorem 2.12 is called the prime composition of X. 
Definition 2.13. A 12s g is 
(1) primitive if all the clans of g are trivial, 
(2) complete if 1 A I = 1, 
(3) linear if 1A1=2, say A={p,q}, and there is an ordering of dam(g), 
dom(g)=(x,, . . . , x,}, such that bs(xi,xj)=p for all i<j and be(xi,Xj)=q for all i>j. 
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Primitive, complete and linear 12s’~ are called special labeled 2-structures. If g is 
a complete 12s and hence all the edges have the same label p, we say that g is complete 
with the label p. A linear g is ordered by each of its labels, i.e. a label p implies the 
ordering dom( g) = ( x1, . . . , CC,,}, where 68(xi,xj)=p for all i<j. 
The following decomposition theorem from [S] is quite fundamental in the theory 
of 2-structures, and it will be used several times in this paper. 
Theorem 2.14. For each 12s g the quotient g/R,,(g) is a special 12s. 
Each element X of the special g/R,(g) is a maximal prime of g, and h = sub,(X) has 
a special quotient h/R,(h) of its own, the elements of which are primes of g. This 
allows us to represent g as a tree-like object as follows. 
For a 12s g we let G={h/R,(h)Ih=sub,(X) for an XEPC(g)} and we let 
1;,:PC(g)-+G be the function LJX)=h/R,(h) for all XEPC(g), where h=sub,(X). 
Definition 2.15. The pair M(g) =( G, l,) is called the prime tree of g. If c,(y) =x for 
nodes XEG and ZEG with y&om(z) then we say that z is the father of x in M(g) and 
x is a son of z in M(g). 
Hence, in the prime tree of a 12s g the prime clans of g are collected and to each 
prime XEPC(g) is assigned a quotient by the function 5,. By Theorem 2.14 each such 
quotient is either primitive or complete or linear. 
We present M(g) graphically by enclosing each node heG in a rectangle and by 
drawing an edge from an element XEdom(h) down to [,(X)eG. The elements heG are 
called the nodes of M(g) (see Fig. 1). 
h 
Fig. 1. 
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The prime tree of a 12s g is characteristic for g as expressed by the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 2.16. Two labeled 2-structures g and h have the same prime tree if and only ij” 
g=h. 
Proof. Assume M(g)=M(h) for the labeled 2-structures g and h. It follows immedi- 
ately that PC(g) = PC(h), because 5, = [,, and thus their domains are equal. Then let 
x,y&om(g), and suppose x#y. There exists a minimal prime ZEPC(g) such that 
x,y~Z, and there are maximal primes X, Y of sub,(Z) with XEX and YE Y. Since 
PC(g) = PC(h) the sets X and Y are also maximal primes of sub,,( Z). The definition of - - 
a quotient now implies that 6,(x, y)= 6,(X, Y)= &(x, y), wheref= c,(Z)= c,,(Z). We 
conclude that 6, = Bh and hence g = h. 0 
Remark 2.17. The prime tree M(g) corresponds quite faithfully to the shape of g as 
defined in [S]. The prime tree has a better graphical representation and is easier to 
manipulate, which makes it suitable for the considerations of this paper. 
We can extend the function c:PC(g)+G to all clans of g. Indeed, if XEC(g), then it 
has a prime composition X = Y1 u Yz u ... u Yk, where each Yi is a maximal prime of 
sub,( Y) for the smallest prime Y containing X. By defining c(X) =subccy, ({ Fi 1 i = 
12 9 ,..., k}) the clan X is mapped onto a substructure of h/R,(h), where h = sub,( Y). 
Clearly, the reasoning goes through also the other way round, and so c can be 
viewed as a bijection [:C(g)+UpoGC(p). 
The labels of a 12s g can be divided into two disjoint classes as follows. 
Definition 2.18. Let g be a 12s. A label PEA, is said to be symmetric if for all 
(x, y)E&(dom(g)), 6,(x, y)=p implies 6,(y, x)=p; otherwise, p is called antisymmetric. 
We note that a label p of a 12s g is either symmetric or antisymmetric. Also, it 
follows directly from the reversibility condition that if p is an antisymmetric label and 
G,(x,y)=p, 6,(y,x)=q for some (x,y)~&(dom(g)), then 6Ju,v)=g for all 
(u, v)EE,(dom(g)) for which 6,(v, u) = p. Thus, in this case the label p has a unique 
reverse label, q. 
Example 2.19. Let g=(D,4,6) be a 12s, where D=(x1,XZ,...,x10}9 
~=(P,q,wc q-l), and b:E,(D)+d is defined by the matrix M, in Table 1. There 
the element Mi, j equals 6(Xi, xi) for 1~ i,j< 10. The label s is symmetric, and the labels 
p, q are antisymmetric with reverses p- ‘, q- I, respectively. 
For instance, the set X= {x5, x6, x7 > is a clan of g, because Mi, k= Mj,k for all 
i,je{5,6,7) and k${5,6,7}. However, X is not a prime clan, for Y={x7,xg,xg,x1~} 
is also a clan and Y overlaps with X. 
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Table 1 
Xl - s s P P P P P P P 
X7. s s P P P P P P P 
x3 S s 
- P P P P P P P 
X4 P -1 P -1 P -1 - P P P P P P 
X5 P -1 P -1 P -1 P -1 - P 4 4 4 4 














4 4 4 
X8 P -1 P -1 P -1 P -1 4 -1 4 -1 4 -1 - s s 
x9 P -1 P -1 P -1 P -1 4 -1 4 -1 4 -1 s - s 
X10 P -1 P -1 P -1 P -1 4 -1 4 -1 4 -1 s S - 
% x9 x1o 
Fig. 2. 
The maximal prime clans of g are PI={~I,Q,G}, Pz={-Q}, 
P3 = {x5,~6,x7,x8,xg,xlo} and g/R, is linear, linearly ordered by the label p. The 
maximal primes of sub,(P1) are the singletons, and sub,(P1)/R, is complete (with 
respect o the label s). 
The maximal primes of sub,(P3) are P4={x5,x6), P5={x7} and P6=(xg,xg,x10}. 
The 12s sub,(P3)/R, is linearly ordered by the label q. 
The substructures wb,(P,) and sub,(P6) have only the trivial primes, and sub,(P,)/R, 
is linearly ordered by the label p, and sub,(P6)/R, is complete with the label s. 
The above observations yield the prime tree shown in Fig. 2. 
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3. Preliminary results on extensions 
In this section we consider some basic relationships between the (prime) clans of 
a 12s g and the (prime) clans of a 12s h resulting from g by adding one element o g. 
The family PC(h) of prime clans, together with the function [,,, completely deter- 
mines h (and its prime tree M(h)). In the next two sections we characterize PC(h) in 
terms of the known PC(g). The difficulty in this characterization lies in the fact that it 
can happen that a prime clan PEPC(~) is born from a nonprime of g. 
Definition 3.1. Let g and h be two 2-structures uch that dam(g) c &m(h). Then h is 
an extension of g if g is a substructure of h, and h is an extension of g by an element a if 
h is an extension of g and dom( h)=dom(g)u {a}. 
Given a 12s g with dam(g)= {a,, . . . , a,,}, n > 2 one may construct M(g) by starting 
with M(gl) for the trivial 12s g1 =sub,({aI}), and then proceed step by step as follows. 
Given M(gi), where gi = sub,( { a,, . . . ,ai}) and 1 <idn-- 1, construct M(gi+i); finally 
M(g)=M(gn). 
Clearly, gi + 1 is an extension of gi by a. , + 1, and so in order to proceed as above, one 
has to understand the general problem of constructing M(h’) from M(h), where h’ is 
an extension of h by one element. This is the subject matter of this paper. 
For the rest of the paper we fix arbitrary 12s’~ g and h and an element a, where h is an 
extension of g by a. We frequently omit the indices referring to g and h, and so 
e.g. we shall write just 6 rather than 6, or 8,, to denote the labeling functions of g and h. 
This should not lead to confusion, because 6, is the restriction of 8,, to 
dom(g)=dom(h)\{a}. 
Our first result is obvious. 
Lemma 3.2. (X\{a} IXEC(h)} E C(g). 
Lemma 3.2 does not tell us what happens to the clans of g when g is extended to h. It 
can happen that XEC(g) but Xu{a}$C(h) and X#C(h). 
Definition 3.3. A nonempty clan XEC(g) is positioe if X u { a}EC( h) and stable if 
X&(h). 
The positive and the stable clans of g behave rather nicely according to the 
following lemma. 
Lemma 3.4. Let XI,X2~C(g) be two nonempty clans. 
(1) IfX, sX, and 
(1.1) X1 is positive then X, is positive, 
(1.2) X2 is stable then X1 is stable. 
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(2) IfX, nXz #8 and 
(2.1) X,, Xz are positive then XI nX, is positive, 
(2.2) X1,X2 are stable then X1 uXz is stable. 
Moreover, the positive clans are closed under union. 
Proof. (1) The condition X1 E Xz implies that 6(u,X,)=6(u,X2) for all u$Xz. 
(1.1) If X1 is positive then @u,a)=@u,X,) for all u#X1, u#a, and hence 
6(u,a)=6(u,Xz) for all &X2, u#a. Thus, X,u{a)EC(h) and hence Xz is positive. 
(1.2) If Xz is stable then &u,a)=o(v,a) for all U,VEX~ and thus for all u,v~X,. 
This shows that X1 is stable. 
(2.1) If Xi, X2 are positive then X1 u {a}, Xz u {a} E C( h) are two intersecting clans 
and thus Lemma 2.3(l) gives that (Xi nXz) u (a} eC( h). By Lemma 3.2, 
X1 nX,aS). 
(2.2) If X1,X2 are stable then X,nX,#@ implies that X,uX,~c(g) and 
6(a,X,)=6(a,X,nX2)=6(a,X2), and hence X1 uX,EC(h). 
For the last claim we notice that if X1,X2 are positive then (Xi u {a})n 
(X2u{a})#0 and h ence (Xi uX,)u(a}cC(h) by Lemma 2.3(2), i.e. X, uX,d(g) 
is positive. 0 
We note that the singletons {x}, xEdom(g), are always stable clans, and the second 
case of the previous lemma ensures that the maximal stable clans of g form a partition 
of dam(g). It can happen that dam(g) is stable and in this case dam(g) is, of course, the 
only maximal stable clan. 
For the connections of positiveness and stability we have the following result. 
Lemma 3.5. Let X, Y&T(g). 
(1) Zf Y is positive and Xn Y=@, then X is stable. 
(2) If Y is positive, X is stable and they overlap, then Y\X is positive. 
Proof. (1) Let Y be positive and assume Xn Y=@. Since Xn Y=& 6(X, Y)=p for 
a label p by Lemma 2.4, and since Y is positive, also 6(X, a)=p. The last condition 
ensures that XEC(h). 
(2) Assume now that the positive clan Y and the stable clan X overlap. Thus, 
Y\XsC(g) by Lemma 2.3. Consider then an element UE YnX. The clan X is stable 
and thus S(u, a) = S(v, a) for an element VEX\ Y which exists because X and Y overlap. 
From the positiveness of Y we obtain that 6(v, a)=6(v, Y\X); since X is stable, with 
U,UEX, 6(u, Y\X)=s(v, Y\X), and hence by combining the above equalities we 
obtain 6(u,a)=6(u, Y\X) as required. It follows that 6(u,a)=6(u, Y\X) for all 
u$ Y\X, because Y is positive. Thus, Y\X is positive. 0 
We now study the positive prime clans of g. For this purpose we need the following 
sets. 
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Definition 3.6. Let Q= { XEC(g) 1 X is a minimal positive clan} and s2,= 
{XEPC(~)~X is a minimal positive prime clan}. 
Thus, XESZ, if and only if XEPC(g) and X is minimal with respect o inclusions 
among the primes of g that are positive clans. We note that Sz #t?r and sZ,#0 because 
dam(g) is a positive prime clan. 
The next theorem is quite crucial for our investigation of extensions. 
Theorem 3.7. Q=Qp or )Q)=l. 
Proof. Suppose there are at least two clans, X and Y, in Q. By Lemma 3.4 Xu Y is 
a positive clan. By Lemma 3.4(2) and by the minimality of X and Y, Xn Y=0. 
Assume now that X#PC(g), and let ZEC(g) overlap with X. We show that 
Z\X G Y. Now X\ZEC(g), and by the minimality of X the clan X\Z cannot be 
positive. This means that there is a ZEX nZ such that 6(z, a)#6(z, x) for some 
XEX\Z. Also, Z cannot be positive because otherwise XnZ 20 would be positive, 
contradicting the minimality of X. It follows, by Lemma 3.4, that y\Z#0. Let 
YE r\Z. Suppose there exists a UEZ\(XU Y). Now, since Z,Xu YEC(g) and Y is 
positive, we have that 6(~,~)=6(u,x)=6(u,y)=6(z,y)=6(z,a), contradicting the 
above nonequality. Hence, Z G Xu Y, i.e. Z\X G Y. 
Because, by the minimality of X, Z n X~c(g) cannot be positive, there is an element 
w$ZnX, w#a, such that s(w,z)#s(w,a) for some ZEZ~X. Clearly, WEX\Z be- 
cause X is positive. However, now ~(w,z)=~(w,~)=~(w,u), because ZK(g), 
Z n Y#@, and Yu (a} EC( h). This contradiction proves the theorem. 0 
If 1 Sz I = 1, then clearly ) CC?,1 = 1 also. In this case we shall write Q= (X,}, sZ,= { Y.>. 
Note that we may have X,= Y,. It is immediate that Y, is the smallest prime 
containing X,. 
To unify our considerations we shall now extend the notation Y, to include the case 
(!Jl>l. 
Definition 3.8. The active prime, denoted by Y,, is the smallest prime of g containing 
each prime from s2,. 
We now prove a helpful detail for the characterization result, Theorem 4.1. 
Lemma 3.9. Let Z be a maximal stable clan of g, If Y, c Z, then Z is a prime of g. 
Proof. Assume that Z is a maximal stable clan and suppose that Z#PC(g) with 
Y, G Z. In particular, Z is positive by Lemma 3.4(l). Let PEPC(g) be the smallest 
prime of g containing Z. Now, since ZEC(g) but Z#PC(g), the quotient c(P) is 
either linear or complete. We may write P = Xl u ZuX,, where (if Xi # 8) 
6(X1,Z)=6(Z,Xz)=6(X1,X2)=pforalabelpwhichordersorcompletes5(P).Zis 
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Fig. 3. 
positiveandhence6(X,,a)=p=6(a,X2),ifXi#~.Also,8(Z\Y,,a)=p=6(Z\Y,,Y,) 
(or, symmetrically, 6(a,Z\Y,)=p=6( Y,,Z\Y,)), because Y, is positive. In this case 
6( Z, a) = p, because Z is stable (see Fig. 3). 
By the maximality assumption for Z, the prime P is unstable, and thus we must 
have that X2 #@ But now Xz is positive and Y,n X2 = 8, which is a contradiction by 
the definition of Y,. This proves the claim. 0 
Example 3.10. Let us consider the 12s g of Example 2.19 (Fig. 2) and let h1 be the 
extension of g by a=xl 1 such that 
6(xi, a)=P for ldi<4, 
s(xi, u)=P for i=5,6,7, 
6(XiyU)=q-' for i = 8,9,10. 
We find that P5 =(x7} and P6 = {xs,x9,x1,,} are positive primes and hence that 
/Ql>l. It follows that Y,={xiIi=5,6,...,1O}=P3. The clan X=(x5,xg,x7} is 
a maximal stable clan of g. Note that X$PC(g). 
Example 3.11. Let g be as in Example 2.19, and let hz be the extension of g by a =x1 1 
such that 
d(XiyU)=p for i=l,2,3,4, 
6(xi,a)=s for i=6,7,8,9,10. 
Now,theprimeP,={x5,...,x1e } is positive and, in fact, sZ,= {P3}; thus Y, = P3. The 
primesP,={x,,x,,~s},P~={~~} andPs=(xs,x9,x10}arestableasare,ofcourse, 
the singletons {xi}, i = 1,2, . . . , 10. Also, the clan (x,,xs,~~,x,~)=P~uP, is stable, 
but P4 = {x5, x6} is not; hence P3 and D are not stable. In this case X, = Y,. 
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Example 3.12. Let g be the 12s from Example 2.19, and define h3 as an extension of 
g by a=xll as follows: 
6(xi,a)=P for i=1,2,3, 
qx&a)=P-‘, 
q%a)=g, 
G(xi,a)=s for i=6,7,8, 
6(Xi,U)=P for i=9,10. 
The prime P1 = {x1,x2,x3} is stable but not positive. The primes P2 = {xq} and 
P,={x, , . . . , xlo} are not positive and P3 is not stable. Hence, I O,I = 1, and indeed, 
Y,=D. However, P2uP3=(x4 ,..., xIo} is a positive clan (which is not a prime), and 
hence X, = P2 v P3. In this case Y, #X,. 
The clan X, is not stable. 
Example 3.13. Let h4 be the extension of the 12s g from Example 2.19 by an element 
u=xll such that 
G(Xi,U)=P for i=l,2,3, 
6(Xi,U)=s for i=4,, . . . . 10. 
As in the previous example we have Y, = D and X, = Pz u P3 = {x4, . . . , xlo}. In this 
case X, is positive and stable. 
4. Characterization results 
Let h and g be two fixed 12s’~ as in the previous section. We shall characterize PC(h) 
by dividing our considerations into two cases: 1 Sz I= 1 or 152 I > 1. The latter of these 
cases has a rather simple characterization but the former needs more elaborate 
reasoning. 
Theorem 4.1. Let PEPC(g). 
(1) PEPC(h) ifund only if P is stable and either nonpositive or in 8. 
(2) Pu (u}EPC(h) if and only if P is positive, Y. E P and if P is stable then P is 
u maximal stable prime. 
Proof. (1) Assume that P is stable. If P is positive but P$Q then there exists a clan 
ZEST with 2 c P. Since Z is positive, Z u {a} EC(~) and Z u { a} overlaps with P. This 
shows that if PEPC(h) and P is positive then PEB. 
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On the other hand, assume P is stable, and P$PC(h). There exists then a clan 
ZEC( h) which overlaps with P. Clearly, UEZ, and Z\ { a}~C(g) using Lemma 3.2. 
Thus, Z\{ u} c P because P is a prime of g. The clan Z\{ a} is positive and, by Lemma 
3.4, P is positive. Since Z\{ u} c P is a proper inclusion it follows that P&?. 
(2) Suppose Pu { u}ePC(h). Hence, P is positive. If Z is a positive clan of g, then 
PnZ#&for otherwiseZu{u}EC(h)overlaps with Pu{u}~Pc(h). Since PEPC(g), 
it follows that either Z G P or P G Z. In particular, Z E P whenever ZEQ. Now Y, is 
the smallest prime containing each ZEST, and thus Y, G P. Assume then that P is 
stable. If P c Y for a clan Y, then Y overlaps with P u {u} EPC( h) and hence Y$C( h). 
This shows that if P is stable then it is a maximal stable clan of g. By Lemma 3.9, P is 
a maximal stable prime of g. 
On the other hand, assume P is positive, but Pu { u}$PC(h), and let ZEC(~) 
overlap with Pu { u}~C(h). If u$Z, then clearly P c Z, and Z is stable, i.e. ZeC(g). By 
Lemma 3.4, P is stable, but not a maximal stable clan. 
Suppose then that UEZ and let X=Z\{u}. Here XEC(g) and PnX=@ by the 
primality of P and by the fact that Z and P overlap. Also, X is positive by its definition 
and hence P is stable by Lemma 3.5(l), and PuX is positive by Lemma 3.4. It follows 
that PESZ, because if Y c P for a positive YEC(g), then Xu Y would be a (positive) 
clan overlapping with PEPC(g). Now Is2 I > 1, because PnX=O and X is positive, 
and thus there exists YEQ such that YE X. This implies that YO$Q. Since PEQ it 
follows that P c Y, and the claim follows. 0 
In the next two lemmas we give a partial characterization for the primes X of the 
extension h. 
Lemma 4.2. Let XEPC(h) with q&X. Then 
(1) XePC(g) or 
(2) 152,1=1 and XE Y,. 
Proof. Assume first that there exists a positive prime YEPC(g) such that Xn Y=8. 
Suppose Z&(g) overlaps with X. Since Y is a prime, Zn Y=@, because YE Z would 
imply that Z is positive, and so Z u {u} E C( h) would overlap with X in h. Hence, by 
Lemma 3.5(l), Zd(h), contradicting the primality of X in h. Thus, in this case XEPC(g). 
Suppose then that X n Y#8 for all positive primes YE PC(g). By Lemma 3.2, 
XEC(g). For all positive primes YEPC(g) either X c Y or YE X, because Xn Y#@. 
The condition YE X cannot be satisfied because Yu { u}sC(h) would overlap with 
XE PC( h). Moreover, all positive primes Y, , Y,EPC(g) have a nonempty intersection 
(X E Y, n Y,), which implies that Y, E Y, or Y, E Yr. We conclude that there exists 
a unique minimal positive prime, i.e. ]!2,1= 1 and 52,= { Ya>. Hence, X E Y,. 0 
Lemma 4.3. Let Xu(u}EPC(h), X#8. Then 
(1) XEPC(g) or 
(2) lQl=l and XL Y,. 
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Proof. Clearly, XK(g). Suppose X#PC(g), and let Y be a positive prime of g. We 
cannot have Xn Y=@, because Yu{a}~C(h) would overlap with Xu{a}~Pc(h). 
Hence, either YE X or X E Y. Suppose that YE X, and let ZEC(g) overlap with X. 
HereZ$C(h),becausea#ZandXu(a}~PC(h).Since Y~Xand YEPC(g),wehave 
YnZ = $, and hence by Lemma 3.5(l) it follows that ZEC( h), a contradiction. 
Consequently, X E Y for all positive primes Y of g and, as in the previous proof, 
lsz,(=l, xc Y,. 0 
The next theorem gives a complete characterization of PC(h) in the case I51,( > 1. 
Theorem 4.4. Let 1 i2,l> 1. Then PC(h) consists of 
(1) nonpositiue PEPC(g), and elements of a, 
(2) Pu {a> for positive and unstable PEPC(g), 
(3) Pv {a> for positive PEPC(g) such that P is a maximal stable prime with P$52,, 
(4) {a>. 
Proof. By the preceding two lemmas, if PEPC(h) then PEPC(g) or P\{a}EPC(g) or 
P=(a). 
If XEPC(g) has an empty intersection with an element of Q (= 0,) then Lemma 3.5 
implies that X is stable. It follows that the nonpositive XEPC(g) and the minimal 
positive clans X~s2 are stable, and thus by Theorem 4.1 these are in PC(h). 
The rest of the cases follow directly from Theorem 4.1. Cl 
In the case ISz I = 1 a nonprime XEC(g) can be promoted to a prime of h, and if X is 
positive X u {u} may turn out as a prime in h. The next two theorems give the 
characterizations of these cases. First we shall study the structure of Y, more closely. 
Lemma 4.5. Let ( s2 ) = 1. Then Y, has a partition Y, = Y, u X, u Y,, where FEC( g) and 
yi is either 0 or a maximal stable clan for i= 1,2. Further, YI uX,EC(g) and 
X,u YzEC(S). 
Proof. If X,= Y, ‘then the claim is trivial. Assume thus that X, # Y,. In this case 
X,$PC(g) and Y, is the smallest prime of g containing X,. It follows that the quotient 
[( Y,) is either linear or complete. 
We first show that Y, is unstable. Indeed, if Y. is stable then so are all the clans 
ZEC(g) with ZG Y, by Lemma 3.4. Since X&PC(g), there exists a clan ZEC(g) 
which overlaps with X,. The fact that Y,EPC(g) then implies Z E Y. and hence Z is 
stable. From Lemma 3.5 it follows that X,\Z is positive, which contradicts the 
minimality of X, because X,\Z # 0. Hence, Y, is unstable. 
Let us first consider the case when c( YJ is linear. Let the label p order [( YJ, i.e. the 
maximal primes of sub,( Y,) can be ordered into a sequence PI, Pz, . . . , Pk in such 
a way that g(Pi, Pj)=p for i>j. Now every clan X of sub,( YJ is either a zegment 
X = U ft;Pi or X G Pi for some i. Also, each segment X, as above, is a clan in Y,. 
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Define Y,=U{Pi16(Pi,X,)=p,PinXx,=~} and Yz=U(PiI6(X,,Pi)=p,PinX,=0}. 
It follows that Y, = Y, u X, u Yz is a partition of Y, into Y, , X,, Y, E C( g) and, since X, 
is positive, also S(Yi,a)=p (=&(Yi,X,)) if Y,#O, and 6(a, Yz)=p (=6(X,, Y2)) if 
Y, # 0. Hence, if nonempty, Y, and Yz are stable. Since X, # Y,, clearly Yi u Y, # 8 (see 
Fig. 4). 
From the linearity of [(Y,) we have that X, = U: ZFPi for some 1 < t < t + I < k. If 
here 6(P,, a) =p, then clearly X\P, would be positive, contradicting the minimality of 
X,. Similarly, we cannot have 6(P,+,, a)=p. It follows that Yiand Y, are maximal 
stable clans (if nonempty) because Yr c Y with Y~c(g) implies P, c Y, and Y, c Y 
with YoC(g) implies Pt+, c Y. This proves the case when c( Y,) is linear. 
The case when c( Y,) is complete is easier because now there is a symmetric label 
p such that 6( Pi, Pj)=p for i#j, where PI, Pz, . . . ,Pk are the maximal primes of 
sub,( Y,). In this case we define Y, = Y,\X, and Y, =8. It follows that Y,cC(g), and 
since X, is positive, S( Y, , a) =p = 6( Y,, X,), i.e. Y, is stable. The maximality of Yi 
follows because by Lemma 3.5 no stable clan can overlap with X,, and Y, is unstable. 
The last claim, X,u KcC(g) (i= 1,2), is immediate. 0 
Theorem 4.6 specifies when a nonprime XK(g) is promoted to primality. 
Theorem 4.6. Let lsZl= 1 and assume XEC(g) but X#PC(g). Then XEPC(h) ifand 
only if X is a maximal stable clan and X c X,. 
Proof. Suppose X is stable and XEPC(h) but X#PC(g), and let P be the smallest 
prime clan of g such that X c P. By Lemma 4.2, X E Y, and hence also P E Y,. Since 
X$PC(g) there exists a clan ZEC(g) overlapping with X. It follows that Z c P and 
Z is unstable because XEPC(h): by Lemma 3.4, so is P. 
Let X=P,uPzu ... uPL be the prime composition of X. Here each Pi, 
i=l,2,..., k, is a maximal prime of sub,(P) and k>,2, because X#PC(g). This means 
that the quotient c(P) is linear or complete. Let us say that the label p linearly orders 
r(P) or that c(P) is complete with p. We may clearly assume that 6( Pi, Pi) =p for all 
i, j with i<j. 
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Suppose, contrary to our claim, that there exists a stable YEC(g) such that X c Y. 
We immediately obtain that Y c P because P is unstable and thus P E Y is forbidden 
by Lemma 3.4. Using the fact that l(P) is linear or complete we derive the existence of 
a prime P’EPC(g) (from the prime composition of Y) such that P’ c Y\X and 
6(P’, P1)=p or 6(P,,P’)=p and P’uP,G(g) or P’uPk~C(g), respectively. This clan 
P’u Pi overlaps with X and it is stable because Y is stable. This contradicts the 
assumption that XePC(h), and hence X is a maximal stable clan. 
We need to still show that X c X,. If X,= Y,, then clearly X c X,. Consider then 
the case X, # Y,. By Lemma 4.5, Y, has a partition Y, = Y, u X, u Y,, where & is 
a maximal stable clan or & = 8 for i = 1,2. Hence, either X = ri (i = 1 or 2) or X E X,. 
By symmetry, it is enough to consider the case X = Y,, where 6( Y,, X,) =p = 6( Y, , a) 
for a label p. Since X&PC(g), there is a maximal prime P of sub,( Y,) such that P c YI 
and 6( Y\ Y1, Yr ) = p = 6( Y, , Y,\ Y,) as in the proof of Lemma 4.5 (see Fig. 5). Now, 
PuX&(g) is positive and hence PuX,u{u)~C(h) overlaps with Y, =X, contra- 
dicting the assumption XEPC(~). We deduce that X c X, as required. 
In the other direction, assume X is a maximal stable clan of g such that X E X,. Let 
Z~C(h)withZnX#~.Ifa~Z,thenZ\{a}~C(g)ispositiveandthusX,~Z\{a}.If 
~$2, then Z&(g) is stable and thus Z G X. In both cases Z does not overlap with X. 
It follows that XEPC(~). 0 
The maximal stable clans of g form a partition of dam(g) by Lemma 3.4. In 
particular, X, is partitioned into the maximal stable clans Z of g such that Z G X, or 
X, E Z for a maximal stable clan Z. 
The next theorem specifies when a nonprime XEC(g) produces a prime X u {u} 
of h. 
Theorem 4.7. Let JQ( = 1, and assume that XEC(g) is a positive clan but XQPC(g). 
Then Xu{u}EPC(h) ifund only $X=X. and X,# G. 
Proof. Suppose X u {u} EPC( h) but X#PC(g). Hence, X is a positive clan and thus 
X, c_ X. By Lemma 4.3, X c Y,. It follows that X c Y, and consequently X,# Y,, 
because X#PC(g). By Lemma 4.5 we have a partition Y, = Y, u X,u Y,, where yi is 
stableor@fori=1,2and YiuY,#@Now, YrEC(h)and Y2EC(h),andhenceXu(u} 
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cannot overlap with x (i = 1,2). It follows that either X = X, or X = X, u x for i = 1 or 
2. In the latter case both Y1 #8 and Y, #8, because X c Y,. Now, however, 
X, u yj~ C( g) for j # i by Lemma 4.5, and X, u Yj is positive by Lemma 3.4. The clans 
X u {u} EC(~) and X, u Yj U { u} EC(~) overlap, contradicting the primality of 
Xu{u}. Hence, X=X,. 
It remains to show that X,u { a}~Pc(h). Suppose, to the contrary, that 
X,u{u}#PC(h) and let ZEC(~) overlap with X,u{u}. If ueZ then Z\(u)&(g) is 
positive and thus X, E Z\{ a}. In this case X, u {u} G Z and there is no overlapping. 
Assume then that ~$2, i.e. ZEC(g). However, now Z is stable and Lemma 3.5 states 
that Z cannot overlap with X,. In this case Z cannot overlap with X,u{ u} either, 
because X, E Z implies that X, = Z by Lemma 4.5. This proves the theorem. 0 
We shall now collect together the results for the case 1 SZI = 1. 
Theorem 4.8. Let 151 I= 1. Then PC(h) consists of 
(1) XEC(S), $ 
(i) XEPC(g) is stable and nonpositive, or 
(ii) X = X, = Y, is stable, or 
(iii) X$PC(g), X is a maximal stable clan and X G X,, 
(2) Xu(u> for XcC(g), if 
(i) XEPC(g) is unstable and Y, G X, or 
(ii) XEPC(g) is a maximal stable clan with Y, G X and X, = Y,, or 
(iii) X = X, and X, # Y,. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.1, if PEPC(g) then PEPC(h) if and only if P is stable and 
nonpositive or P = X,. In the latter case X, = Y,, because X, is a prime now. Theorem 
4.1 completes case (1). 
By Theorem 4.1, if PEPC(g), then Pu{u}EPC(h) if and only if Y, G P and the 
stability of P implies that P is a maximal stable clan. As shown in the proof of Lemma 
4.5 the condition X, # Y, implies that Y, is unstable and, consequently, by Lemma 3.4, 
Y, E P implies that P is unstable. Cases 2(i) and 2(ii) follow. 
The last case comes directly from Theorem 4.7. 0 
In particular, if both XEPC(h) and Xu{u}EPC(h) for a clan XEC(g), then 
x=x,. 
Let ZK(g) be a minimal clan such that Z#8 and Zu{u}~Pc(h). Such a clan 
Z exists because dom( g) u (u} EPC( h). Also, Z is clearly unique by the primality of 
Zu {u} in h. We shall call this clan Z the clan of attachment. 
Theorem 4.9. Let Z be the clan of attachment. Then either 
(1) Y. E Z and Z = Y,, if Y, is unstable, and otherwise Z is a maximal stable prime, or 
(2) 1521=1 and Z=X,, X,# Y,. 
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Proof. Suppose first that ZEPC(g). By Lemma 4.3 this is the case if [521> 1. Now, 
& c Z by Theorem 4.1(2). If Y, is unstable then Y,u { a}~Pc(h) by Theorem 4.1(2), 
and in this case Z = Y, by the minimality of Z. On the other hand, suppose Y, is stable. 
If Y, E Y c Z for a prime YEPC(~) then Y is stable but not maximally stable, for 
otherwise Yu {a } EPC( h) by Theorem 4.1(2) and this would contradict the minimal- 
ity of Z. We conclude that in this case Z is a maximal stable prime of g. 
On the other hand, if Z$PC(g), then 152 I = 1, and Z=X.# Y, by Theorem 4.7. Cl 
5. Constructions 
Let h and g be the fixed reversible 12s’~ as in the previous sections. 
In this section we shall give an algorithm that transforms the prime tree of g into the 
prime tree of h. In the following section we shall show, by using these constructions, 
that the prime tree of a given 12s can be constructed in time 0(n3), where n is the 
number of nodes. 
The constructions below rely directly on the characterization results of the previous 
section but the algorithm itself is formulated in such a way that it is independent of the 
results mentioned as far as possible, i.e. the algorithm manipulates the nodes of the 
trees rather than clans. 
The algorithm is divided into two parts (Construction I and Construction II). The 
first construction yields (a tree for) the family L= { XEC(g)IXEPC(g) or XEPC(~) or 
Xv {u} gPC(h)}. The second concludes the job by removing from L all the unnecess- 
ary nodes and adding the node {u} to its proper place. In describing the two 
constructions we intersperse the description of basic steps by remarks clarifying what 
the construction achieves at the given step. 
In the constructions we shall modify the prime tree M(g) directly rather than the 
family PC(g). 
At each stage a node x of the (modified) tree is a labeled 2-structure which is 
a quotient x = s&,(X)/R of a substructure of g (or of h at the last stage) arising from 
a clan X of g. These clans X are those for which X or X u {u} is in PC(h). If a node x is 
added or modified then the element X will be a member of the father of x in the tree, 
and this will be denoted simply by 5(X)=x. 
For a quotient (node) x=&,(X)/R with XEC(g) we let L(x)=G(u,X). 
Hence, I L(X) I= 1 just in case X = c- 1 (x) is a stable clan of g. 
Construction I. (A) Determine L(x)=G(u,[-l(x)) for each node x of M(g) by the 
following bottom-up procedure: 
(i) determine L(z) for each leaf z&om(g); 
(ii) if x1,x2, . . . , xk are the direct descendants of x, then L(x)= lJt= I L(Xi). 
(B) Determine the positiveness of each node x of M(g) by the following top-down 
procedure: 
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(i) mark the root, I = i(dom(g)), positive; 
(ii) if z is marked positive and x is a direct descendant of z such that for all 
y&om( z) with y # x we have L(y) = 6( x, y), then x is positive. 
Remark 5.1. Clearly, a node x of M(g) is marked positive if and only if the prime 
c-‘(x) is a positive prime and 1 L(x) I= 1 if and only if [-l(X) is a stable prime. 
(C) Determine the set oP of all minimal positive nodes. Call the least common 
ancestor of the nodes in oP the active node y,. 
Remark 5.2. Clearly, oP= i( Q,) and y, = i( Y,). 
(D) If )c+l=l, i.e. e+={ya}, then 
(1) determine x, = sub,,(x), where 
(1.1) if y, is complete with label p, then x={u~dom(y.)l~!,(~(u))#p}, 
(1.2) if y, is linearly ordered by a label p, then x = dom(y,)\( U1 u U,), where U1 
is the maximum prefix in the ordering of y, such that for all UE Ui, 6(u, a) = p, 
and Uz is the maximum suffix such that for all UE U,, 6( a, u) = p; 
(2) if x, # y, then determine the quotient Y./X, of y, (consisting of the element 
dom(x,) and the singletons u&om(y,)\dom(x,)); 
(3) if x, # y, then replace y, by y,Jxll and make x, a new node in the tree; 
(4) compute L(x,), if x, was added, and mark x, and yJx,, positive. 
Remark 5.3. In the above, the smallest positive clan X, is determined as in Lemma 
4.5. If x, = y, then X,EPC(g) and X, = Y,. In this case there is nothing to add. If x, #y, 
then X&PC(g) and y, is either linear or complete. In this case X, u {a} EPC(h) by 
Theorem 4.7, and because of this we add x, to the tree. This is done by contracting 
subJx,) into a single element of y,Jx. as in Fig. 6. We also note that if y, is linear 
(complete, respectively) then x, and yO/xa are both linear (complete, respectively). 
(E) If I copI = 1, then for each unstable node x in the tree which is below or equals y, 
or yJx,, (possibly x=xa, if x, was added at stage D), 
(1) determine the partition K, of dam(x) into maximal stable components and 
unstable elements: K, = {K,(y) 1 y&om(x)}, where 
(1.1) K,(y)=y, if y is unstable, and 
(1.2) K,(y) is a maximal (proper) clan of x such that yak, and, for all 
u~K,(y), L(u)=L(y) if y is stable; 
(2) construct the quotient x/K,, replace x by x/Kx and make sub,(K,(y)) a new 
node (unless K,(y) = y). 
Remark 5.4. By Theorem 4.6, if X E X, is a maximal stable clan, then XoPC(h). For 
this reason x = sub,( X)/R,(sub,( X)) is to be added into the tree. In the above, this 
happens by looking up a prime P (or X,) such that P is the smallest prime containing 
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X. Then in the node c(P) the clan is contracted into an element by using Kycpj. 
Figure 6 is instructive in this case also. 
This ends Construction I. By Theorems 4.4 and 4.8 we have obtained a tree Mi, 
which corresponds to the set L, i.e. the nodes of M1 are the quotients 
sub,(X)/R,(sub,(X)) for XEL. 
Construction II. (A) Mark a node x as protected, if it was added to M1 during 
Construction I (i.e. x =x, or x = sab,(K,( z)) for some y, z), or XE G satisfies one of the 
following conditions: 
(i) 1 L(x)1 = 1 and x is unpositive. 
(ii) 1 L(x)1 = 1 and either I q,l= 1 with x=x, =y,, (x, not added) or I q,j > 1 with 
XEO+ 
(iii) x is positive and above y, (or x = yJ and if I L(x) I = 1 then the father z of x in M1 
has IL(z)l> 1. 
Remark 5.5. Case A of Construction II corresponds to Theorems 4.1, 4.6 and 4.7. 
A node x of Ml becomes protected if and only if [-'(x)EPC(~) or 
~-'(x)u{a}EPC(h). 
(B) Iterate the following process until there are no unprotected nodes. If x is 
unprotected and y is its father, then (see Fig. 7) 
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(1) remove x and replace y by the 12s xf y, where dom(xf y)=dom(x) 
udom(y)\{i-‘(x)1 and 
i 
444 0) if u, ufjkdom(x), 
&(u, u)= &(u, 0) if u, u~dom(x), 
6,(u,{-i(x)) if u$dom(x), u&om(x), 
(2) if y was protected (positive ) then x t y becomes protected (positive, respectively). 
Remark 5.6. Case B ‘lifts up’ all unprotected nodes, i.e. the nodes x for which 
[-‘(x)$X(h) and [-‘(x)u{ a}$PC(h). In the above, each iteration step modifies 
the tree by enlargening one of the nodes and by removing one of the nodes. The 
father-son relation c is inherited by the new tree, i.e. if zdom(x) and x is lifted up into 
its father y, then zdom(xfy) and the node i(z) is still attached to z as before. Let Mz 
be the tree obtained so far. 
We let x be the node of attachment in M2 corresponding to the clan of attachment 
from Theorem 4.9, i.e. if 1 copI = 1 then x=x,, and if 1 copI > 1 then x =y, or x is the 
maximal stable node of M2 depending on whether y, was unstable or stable. (The node 
y, may have changed in the previous constructions.) 
(C) Let x be the node of attachment in M2. 
(1) If IL(x)l> 1, then add {u} to &m(x) in such a way that G({u},u)=L([(u)) for 
all u&om(x). 
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(2) If IL(x) I= 1, then create a new node z such that dom(z)=( { a}, x), 
6( (a}, x) = L(x). In this case, if x is a son of y then z becomes a son of y (see Fig. 8). 
Remark 5.7. By the formation of M,, the sons y of x are stable, i.e. IL(y)1 = 1, because 
x is a positive node and y is protected imply that i-‘(y)~Pc(h). If IL(x)l> 1 then 
[-‘(x)u{a}~PC(h) but c-‘(x)#PC(h). If IL(x)/=1 then i-‘(x) is positive and 
stable. In this case x=x,. 
The construction is now completed. 
In the examples below much of the work was already done in the examples at the 
end of Section 3. 
Example 5.8. Let h1 and g be as in Example 3.10. Then I 52 I> 1 and thus 52 = Sz,. Steps 
AC determine the set oP= {[(P,), [(P,)} and h ence y, = 5( P3). In Construction I 
nothing further happens. In step B of Construction II nothing is done since 
L(c( P4)), L(c(P,)) and L(c( P6)) are singletons and, of course, each L([(xi)), 
1~ i < 10, is also a singleton. In step C we have that L( [( Y,)) is not a singleton (and x, 
was not added in Construction I). Thus, what we do now is to add {a} as a new prime 
and attach this prime to the node [(Y,). The result is given in Fig. 9. 
Example 5.9. Let hz and g be as in Example 3.11. In Construction I we first determine 
oP and find that I cop I= 1 and y, = 5( P3). In step D we determine the clan X, and find 
that X,= Y,. Hence, the node x, is not added to M(g). In step E we determine the 
partitions K, for each node x of M(g), where x is either below or equal to the active 
node y,. 
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Fig. 9. 
For x=I(P4) and x=[(PS) we obtain only singleton classes for K,, and for 
x = {( P6) we have ) L(x) I= 1; thus, in this case K, consists of only one class. In these 
cases nothing happens in step E of Construction I. For y, = {( P3) we have two classes, 
{i( and {i(P~),i(P4) in&b ecauseUi(P5))=s=Ui(Ps)), IUI(P~))I>l and 
{<(P5), [(P,)) is a clan of {(P,)=y,. Hence, in step E we modify M(g) by making 
K,n ([(P4))=K,,([(P,)) into a new node. At this stage the tree is as given in 
Fig. 10. 
In step B of Construction II only x = i( P4) satisfies the demands that x is below the 
active node y, = i( P3) - note that y, has changed - and 1 L(x) I> 1. Hence, [( P4) is 
lifted up (because it has ceased to be a clan) by a reversal procedure to the making of 
a quotient. The result of this lift-up is in Fig. 11. 
Finally, in step C we add the element a. In this example x = y, because x, was not 
added, and 1 L(y,) ( > 1 because we did a lift-up (and have calculated L(y,)); thus, y, is 
not a clan of hz. We add a to y, as a new element. The final result is given in Fig. 12. 
Note that the node y, turns to be primitive after a is added. 
6. Complexity 
We shall now show that the constructions of the previous section are of time 
complexity 0(n2), where n is the number of nodes of the given 12s g. 
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‘8 ‘9 ‘10 
Fig. 10. 
Fig. 11. 
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Fig. 12. 
The elements of the nodes are assumed to be the basic constituents of each prime 
tree and the basic operations on nodes and edges are assumed to take a unit of the 
time. Thus, for instance, for nodes x, y&om(g), x = y and 6(x, y) can be computed in 
unit time. 
Let IDI=n and let M(g)=(G,<) be the prime tree of g. 
Lemma 6.1. The number of labeled 2-structures in the prime tree M(g) is O(n), i.e. 
1 G) =0(n). Also ( UxpCdom(x)I =0(n), and the total number ofedges in the nodes XEG 
is O(n’). 
Proof. The prime tree M(g) has n leaves, and every nonsingleton XEG has at least two 
sons. Hence, 1 G j<2n - 1, and thus 1 G ( =0(n). Moreover, for each XEG, I dom(x)l 
equals the number of sons of x in M(,g) and thus, indeed, IUX,odom(x)I=O(n). 
Finally, to each edge (u, y) of g there corresponds a unique XE G such that [- 1 (x) is the 
smallest prime clan containing u and y. It follows from this that the number of edges in 
g equals the total number of edges in the nodes XEG. Thus, this number is O(n’), as 
claimed. •! 
The following lemmas estimate the time needed to determine for each node x of 
M(g) the nature of x as a special 12s. 
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Lemma 6.2. Let h’ be a special 12s with ) dom( h’) ) = m. Then to determine whether h’ is 
complete, linear or primitive takes time O(m’). Moreover, if h’ is linear, then it costs 
O(mlogm) time to linearly order dom(h’). 
Proof. Assume 1 dom(h’)l =m>3. First, we check whether all the labels of h’ are the 
same. If so, then h’ is complete, else we check whether h1 has only two labels which are 
antisymmetric (and reverses of each other). If not, then h’ is primitive. So far, the time 
needed is clearly 0(m2). Otherwise, check for each usdom(h’) whether 
6(u,vl)=6(u,v2)for all vl,v2~dom(h’)\{u}. If such a u is found then h’ is linear, else 
h’ is primitive. This search costs time O(m2). 
Suppose then that h’ is linear, linearly ordered by the label p. We then sort dom(h’) 
with respect to the ordering induced by p. By standard sorting algorithms we can do 
this in time O(mlogm) [l]. 0 
Lemma 6.3. To determine the type of each special 12s h’ of M(g) and to determine the 
ordering of each linear node h’ of M(g) takes time O(n2). 
Proof. By Lemma 6.1, there are O(n) nodes in M(g). Let these be xl ,x2, . . . ,x,, and 
let Idom(xi)I=di for i=l,2,... ,r. Hence, again by Lemma 6.1, Clzldi=O(n). By 
Lemma 6.2, the determination of the types of the nodes x1, . . . x, of M(g) takes time at 
most XI= 1 cid? =0(x;= 1 df) = 0(n2) for some constants cl, . . . , c, corresponding to 
the integers dl , . . . ,d,. Moreover, to order the linear nodes of M(g) takes time at most 
C;=lC~dilogdi=O(Cj=,dilogdi)=O(n2). 0 
We shall now go through all the steps of our constructions from the previous 
section and estimate the time complexity required by them. 
Claim I(A). Part A of Construction I takes time O(n). 
Proof. In the procedure for determining L(x) for each node x of M(g), each node of 
M(g) is processed just once. Since the label set L is a fixed finite set the complexity 
estimation O(n) is valid. 0 
Claim I(B). Part B of Construction I takes time 0(n2). 
Proof. For each node x of M (g ) and for each edge (u, u) of x we have to check whether 
6( u, v) = L( i( v)) in order to determine the positiveness of the node i(u) directly below 
the node x. This means that we only need check all the edges in the 12s’~ x of 
M(g). •I 
Claim I(C). Part C of Construction I takes time O(n). 
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Proof. To find op we inspect the tree M(g) in a top-down manner to locate the lowest 
nodes which were marked positive. This takes O(n) time. The location of the active 
node y, is certainly in O(n), too. 0 
Claim I(D). Part D of Construction I takes time 0( n2). 
Proof. By Lemma 6.3 the nature of each node x of M(g) can be determined in time 
O(n2), and by the same cost we can order the linear nodes of M(g). Clearly, the node 
y, is among these nodes. 
The formation of the quotient y,/x, and the reconstruction of M(g) afterwards 
obviously takes at most O(n2) time, and the computation of ,5(x,) takes time O(n). 
Altogether we spend O(n2) time while processing part D. 0 
Claim I(E). Part E of Construction I takes time 0(n2). 
Proof. To determine the partition K, is a task which clearly takes no more than 
O(m2) time for each node x of M(g) with dom(x)=m. Hence, O(n2) time suffices to 
construct all the partitions K, needed. As above, the reconstructions of M(g) can also 
be processed in time 0(n2). 0 
Altogether Construction I needs time O(n’). 
Lemma 6.4. There are altogether 0(n2) edges and O(n) nodes, i.e. I LI =0(n). 
Proof. In Construction I only part E can add more than one node to the existing 
tree. In this part a partition is formed and the partition classes are new nodes. Since 
(by Lemma 6.1) there are O(n) nodes in M(g), there can be only O(n) nodes in 
M(g). cl 
Claim II(A). Part A of Construction II takes time O(n). 
Proof. Obvious. 0 
Claim II(B). Part B of Construction II takes time O(n2). 
Proof. We first note that in order to get part B done in time O(n2) we cannot perform 
the elimination ‘sequentially’ because when a no-good node is eliminated it is ‘lifted 
up’ into its father, where the father can be a no-good node as well. The sequential 
processing would take O(n3) time. We avoid this by doing the elimination (‘lifting up’) 
using an auxiliary matrix to store the labels of edges, and only when we are finished do 
we transfer the information about this matrix to the tree. 
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Let UXeGdom(x)={wl,... , w,> = W and let M be the matrix corresponding to 
W defined by 
Mi,j= 
i 
d(Wt,Wj) if Wi,WjEdOm(h) for some hoG, 
8 otherwise. 
We update M by filling some of the empty places as we eliminate the nodes x that are 
no good (IL(x)l>l). 
Moreover, a node x of Ml(g) obtains its characteristic function defined by 
r,(i)= 
i 
1 if WiEdOt?l(X)y 
0 if Wi$dOVl(X)p 
for all i=l,2 ,..., m. 
To compute Mi, j and the functions 5, we need no more than O(n) time, because 
there are O(n) elements in U,,odom(x). 
Suppose then that x = c( ws) is a node in Ml(g) such that 1 L(x) I> 1 and that x is 
‘original’ and below the active node. 
Let y be the father of x in M,(g), i.e. w&om(y). For all Wi and Wj such that 
c,(i)= 1 =y(j) and Wj#Ws we set Mi,j=6(w,,wj) and c,(i)= 1, and for all wjEdom(y) 
we set M,j=$=Mj,s and t,(s)=O. 
There are n ‘original’ nodes, and so it takes at most n applications of the above 
processes to fill up the matrix M and to evaluate the function 5,. The time needed for 
this is clearly in O(F?). When M is ready, the new tree Mz can be constructed from 
M in 0(n2) steps. Note that M gives complete information about the new tree 
together with the new functions 5,. 0 
Claim II(C). Part C of Construction II takes time O(n). 
Proof. This is obvious. 0 
Hence, altogether, 0(n2) time suffices in the constructions. 
Theorem 6.5. The prime tree of h can be constructed in time 0(n2). 
By Theorem 6.5 the prime tree of h can now be constructed in time 0(n3) by 
successively adding new nodes to the domain. 
Theorem 6.6. There exists an algorithm which, given an arbitrary 12sA constructs its 
prime tree, an8 thus its shape, in time O(n3), where n is the number of nodes off 
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